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LvM
The claimant, a professional in the music industry, was stationary at a set of traffic lights
when the defendant collided with the rear of her vehicle at high speed, pushing the
claimant into the vehicle in front. The double impact was significant and the claimant’s
nose and face hit the steering wheel at full force. She also suffered with whiplash type
symptoms and an aggravation of fibromyalgia. As a result the claimant required
septoplasty and rhinoplasty treatment and suffered significant psychological trauma. We
secured a swift admission of liability.
We arranged rehabilitation to assist with the claimant’s extensive soft tissue injuries.
Naturally, the claimant suffered a high level of distress in relation to the need for further
surgery and as a result we arranged psychological treatment with a specialist who assists
in counselling people prior the procedure.
The case continues.

JvM
The claimant was proceeding out of a car park when the defendant collided with the
claimant’s vehicle. As a consequence the claimant impact suffered extensive soft tissue
injuries in addition to significant headaches and dental injuries.
We have appointed experts in neurology and dentistry to provide medical evidence. In
addition we have arranged nerve conduction studies to identify the cause of ongoing
referral pain.
Extensive dental work has been completed and further treatment is likely to be required
in the future.
The case continues.

PVB
The claimant was indicating and pulling over to park when the defendant attempted to
pass and in doing so collided with the rear his vehicle.
The injuries the claimant sustained were soft tissue injuries. Prior to the accident the
claimant had a long history of pre-existing back pain, which impacted on his life. The
accident aggravated this and in turn caused the claimant to suffer from erectile
dysfunction. This has resulted in a breakdown in his relationship with his partner and
resulted in psychological symptoms.

We are in the process of arranging extensive rehabilitation to assist the claimant in
returning to his pre-accident condition.
The case continues.

